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The Northman 
 

The word ‘visionary’ has been grossly devalued in the world of cinema. For a long 
time, ‘visionary director’ has pretty much meant anyone with an excitable 
publicist, a sturdy CGI budget and a knowledge of art history extending slightly 
beyond the frames of the classic Marvel comics. But what might visionary 
filmmaking actually mean today? For the purposes of argument, let’s imagine: 
work that aspires to transcend the usual restraints of genre and the familiar, or to 
infuse the generically familiar with some dimension of the irreducibly strange, even 
the mystical. 

In that sense, it’s fair to classify Robert Eggers’ new film The Northman as a 
visionary epic – although hardly an unproblematic one. It’s also fair to say that 
Eggers is a director of visionary aspirations in the way that his three features to 
date kick at the usual parameters of historical drama. They are hybrid ventures, 
fusing historical realism with genre elements (horror, myth, the supernatural), but 
are also rich in visual and verbal invention which are the fruit of fairly scholarly 
research. With a background in directing and designing for the stage, Eggers 
made his feature debut with The Witch (2015), subtitled ‘A New England Folktale’, 
in which a 17th-century Puritan family encounters baleful forces in the New World: 
a nightmare as much informed by Freud as by the likes of Nathaniel Hawthorne.  
It was followed by The Lighthouse (2019), a febrile two-hander with Robert 
Pattinson and Willem Dafoe as men spiralling into mad-eyed desperation on a 
remote maritime outpost. The imagery (Eggers’ features are all shot by Jarin 
Blaschke) was steeped in the inky chiaroscuro of Gustave Doré’s engravings, 
while the language, reeking of brine and baccy, was decanted from such 19th-
century sources as mariners’ journals and the writing of Herman Melville. 

Now comes The Northman, a film considerably grander in ambition. Inspired by 
the spirit of Icelandic sagas, it aims to live up to its epic sources: as Eggers told 
me recently, he and his co-writer, the Icelandic poet and novelist Sjón, wanted ‘to 
make the Viking movie – to have the movements that you want in a Viking movie, 
but also defy expectation where we can, in ways that are true to that world. We 
wanted it be a movie – but also a Viking saga.’ 

Set in the ninth century, The Northman begins with Nordic king Aurvandil (Ethan 
Hawke) returning home from his latest raid, greeted by his queen Gudrún (Nicole 
Kidman), their young son Amleth (Oscar Novak) and his brother Fjölnir (Claes 
Bang). But Fjölnir has his eyes on the throne, and on Gudrún, and springs a 
bloody coup. Young Amleth flees; years later, played by Alexander Skarsgård, he 
has become a brutal, muscled-up warrior, a berserker, of the sort liable to bite a 
chunk out of an enemy’s neck and howl like a wolf (strictly speaking, the actual 
berserkers were more ursine: the word is derived from ‘berserkr’, meaning 
bearskin). 

Then a shamanic seer (who else but Björk, eyes blacked out and wearing a 
headdress resembling half a cornfield) reveals to Amleth his destined mission of 
revenge. The name will have tipped you off: The Northman is essentially cinema’s 
latest reworking of Hamlet. But this is not straight Shakespeare: the film looks 
back to an earlier version of the Hamlet story, by the 12th/13th-century Danish 
historian Saxo Grammaticus. 

Using a familiar source, Eggers says, allowed the film to stretch out imaginatively. 
‘It needed to be a revenge story, but if we could use Hamlet – a mythic family 
drama that everyone knows – then we could indulge in what’s unique in Viking 



 
 

culture without confusing the audience. Unlike Arthurian legend, which is weird 
and mystical and out there, or [ancient Welsh myths] the Mabinogion or whatever, 
the sagas are pretty straightforward. The mythology is odd, but even the 
legendary sagas are ripping yarns.’ 

Eggers’ new film also benefits from the eclectic research that informs all his 
projects. ‘I’m drawn to the things that confirm what the public might assume they 
already know about that world – and then the things that are unexpected, that are 
just as important to that culture. [We have] Vikings coming home from a raid and 
having a big feast, but it’s not raucous, crazy, sloppy ale frothing out of the horns 
– it’s very ceremonial and controlled, with specific codes and actions.’ One 
advantage Eggers has is that, while there’s a small, significant canon of Viking-
themed movies, most of us aren’t familiar with a Viking genre per se, meaning he 
isn’t saddled with conventions. The best-known film of its kind, Richard 
Fleischer’s 1958 The Vikings, feels more like a western, with swords instead of 
arrows. Indeed, says Eggers, ‘A lot of the sagas read like westerns. If you think 
about Iceland at the period, it’s like the Wild West – you have big wild landscapes 
and warring clans, a lawless society that’s trying to become a lawful one.’ (For the 
record, Eggers has mixed feelings about another recent high-profile take on this 
material, the TV series Vikings: ‘There was some interesting writing. But the level 
of stylisation in making it really cool and sexy doesn’t appeal to me.’) 

Sjón, Eggers’ co-writer on The Northman, is acclaimed for his literary work but he 
co-scripted the recent Icelandic fantasy Lamb (2021). Sjón was originally reluctant 
to take on a Viking project, Eggers says. ‘Most Icelanders don’t want to have to 
talk about Viking anything – but they all know what saga characters they’re literally 
directly related to. I needed someone who had this in their culture, to make this 
as, quote, authentic as I might try for.’ 

That authenticity is evident in the film’s use of language, although this is where 
some viewers might balk. Stretches of dialogue come in English-subtitled Old 
Norse or Old Slavic – the latter for Anya Taylor-Joy’s character Olga, from the 
kingdom of Rus. But mostly the actors speak English with heavy Nordic accents – 
which can sound a little forced. That’s to do with level-headed commercial 
imperatives: ‘If I were to do my method,’ says Eggers, ‘the film would be in Old 
Norse and Old Slavic and that’s the end of it. But I knew it was never really on the 
table.’ As it turned out, one of his models for the dialogue was Seamus Heaney’s 
1999 translation of Beowulf, ‘which is Old English, not Old Norse – but they’re 
very similar languages. Sjón and I said, it has to be as understandable as  
The Lord of the Rings.’ 

Language aside, The Northman is Eggers’ and Blaschke’s most visually ambitious 
collaboration. The film starts primarily in black and white, but gradually opens up 
with striking highlights – red and green clothing, blazes of volcanic fire, flashes of 
bronze. The texture alone is remarkable: a certain ash-grey, fine-grained 
moonlight effect genuinely feels like something new in the cinematic palette. 

There are overwhelmingly intense battles, not least a long-take sequence in which 
Amleth’s detachment of Berserkers massacre a village in the kingdom of Rus 
(early Russia, but the setting is Ukraine, Eggers points out – which gives the story 
an inescapably uncomfortable thrust right now). The sequence is dazzlingly shot, 
minutely choreographed, requiring precision and athletic prowess from all 
concerned. What Eggers and Blaschke wanted from these long takes, the 
director says, was an effect ‘where the story and the camera and the action are 
all like one beast moving forward, rather than shooting multiple cameras and 
figuring it out in the post.’ 
Jonathan Romney, Sight and Sound, May 2022 
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